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WIZARD - PIONEERS BEFORE THE GOLDEN AGE

his is the story of Wizard, Sweden’s
first ever dedicated store for books,
posters, games and figures within fantasy and science fiction.
A Gothenburgian pioneering flame,
ignited in an enthusiiastic ’70s collective, only to be
extinguished too early, by icy winds on a still empty
market, a market that had yet to wake up. They
were...

Järntorget. Both Kjerstin and Peter are eager to tell
the story of the fantastic dream project they once
ran, right here in the middle of Gothenburg.

Abbreviations in the text:

Inside the restaurant, a both excited and wistful look
lights up in Peter’s eyes. He grabs a table and some
chairs and places us in the partof the Dubliner restaurant that was once their SF & fantasy game and
book shop Wizard. With the same enthusiastic smile
I was greeted with, when I - as a teenage SF fan stumbled into their shop in 1979, Peter sits down,
scans the room and confidently proclaims “Right
here. We’re back - in the Wizard shop”.

M = Mjölnir
B = Bo Leuf (quoted from the web)
P = Peter Mattsson I = Isabel Demaret-Leuf

A COLLECTIVE OF TOLKIEN FANS

THE PIONEERS BEFORE THE GOLDEN AGE

K = Kjerstin Ryd

C = Clas Kristiansson

K: I first met Bo [Leuf] in a collective on
Chalmersgatan. We were in a meal group - at times
up to 17 people - sharing cooking duties. Bo came
from Höga Kusten - but his family had spent some
years in Canada before returning to Sweden. Bo
moved to Gothenburg, started working in a book
store, and he liked science fiction.

WE WERE THE FIRST!
K: “We were the first [in Sweden] with live action
role-playing, the first with a fantasy and SF book
shop, in fact, we were the first with everything!”. The
stories start bubbling forth even before we’ve set
our feet inside the Dubliner restaurant on sunny

PETER AND KJERSTIN “BACK IN THE WIZARD SHOP” 2016
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Kjerstin herself preferred fantasy:

BO LEUF

K: C S Lewis , The Magic Garden, Five Children
and It....my mum tried to get me to read Tolkien in
1964 back home in Småland, but I refused!
But in Gothenburg, where I later moved, people
held a lot of Tolkien fancy dress parties... there were
loads of Tolkien do’s in the 70s - we made lots of
clothes. There was a wonderful store here in Haga,
with lots of exciting material and stuff.
Peter, too, was an early devourer of fantastic
lliterature:
P: I’ve always been a huge SF fan. Already in primary school I combed the school library for titles,
and read a lot of really bad SF that way (chuckles).
And, within the alternative movement, everyone
read Tolkien - Tolkien was the common denominator.
Not only did Peter & Kjerstin share interests, cooking duties and friends. Prior to Wizard they also
had a company together.

They didn’t seem to think it mattered: “Come on,
it’s only science fiction.”This irritated Bo so much
that he decided to start importing directly from the
U.S., in order to give Swedish SF fans the chance
to read these books properly.

P: Yes, in mobile vegetable sales ! Kjerstin and I
drove around selling vegetables in Haga, between
1976 and 1977. And before that, I had - among other
things - worked in the Alternativ Handel store.

P: Bo wanted the freedom to select hos own titles.
And, at the same time, my father had a shop, selling
t-shirts and underwear on Järntorget. My sister
stood here, on these premises, selling clothes in
1975. When dad was going to move out of town, he
asked me if I wanted to take over the store.
So... at our next lunch with Bo and Kjerstin I said:
‘Let’s do this!’.

And while Peter and Kjerstin delivered vegetables
from a borrowed car, a new seed was beginning to
grow.
P: I first got to know Kjerstin, then through her,
Bo. Bo worked at the Studentbokhandeln book store
on Aschebergsgatan, where he was responsible for
importing SF books from England and the U.S.
During many of our food team sessions he talked
about wanting to start his own, complete SF book
store - not just four shelves in someone else’s store.

K: Although I remember it slightly differently. One
day I met the two of you coming down the street,
and you, Peter, happliy called out to me: ‘Bo and I
have decided to start an SF and fantasy shop!’
Whichever way, it would never have worked if I
hadn’t placed a call to my brother saying ‘Can you
lend me X thousand Crowns?’ (equal to a year’s salary at the time).

I:Bo got the idea of importing SF directly after reading an SF novel in the 70s, that ended very oddly.
When he discussed the book with a friend in the
U.S., his friend brought out his copy and siad “Huh
? This is how the novel ends....”. Bo called up the
Swedish publishers and it turned out they had, for
technical reasons, simply left the last pages out!

P: Yes, I had the location, Bo had the foreign contacts, and Kjerstin had the money!
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PLASTIC MEN IN THE SUBURBS

opened it up... “Oh nooooo...where’s the game
board!” I was expecting a board game.
So to learn how to play, I ventured out to some
basement in the suburbs where Mikael Börjesson
[later TSR’s local publisher in Sweden] had gathered a bunch of people for a gaming session. But
that was a pretty boring experience - 12-15 people
sitting round a table waiting for ever for ‘their turn’,
reading comics in between.
Anyhow, I got the hang of it eventually, and soon
we were all playing.

M: So the plan from the start was a fantasy and SF
book store. But how did games come into it ?
P: That was all my
idea. Some time in
1978 I was down
at the Presscenter
store in Nordstan,
where I found a
magazine called
Battle
for
Wargamers. On
the cover was the
word ‘Fantasy’,
and in it they
wrote about fantasy figures and a
game called ‘Dungeons & Dragons’. At the old Leksakshuset, Alida Söderdahl store
(today BR) I bought he book The Airfix Guide to
Ancient Wargaming, which was about strategy and
tactics. There weren’t any actual rules in it - I remember trying to write my own, and using Airfix
HO figures: Ancient Britons. It was
hard getting it to
work, but a revelation nonetheless.
So I decided to order some miniatures
from
MiniFigs - orchs
with pig snouts and a copy of Dungeons & Dragons.
In those days ordering something
from abroad was
not the same as today. You had to go
down to your bank! And get something called a Money
Order! And then hope, and wait for whatever you
had ordered, to come sailing across the sea. That’s
what it was like way back then!

M: Were you aware that Tradition was already selling games at that time ?
P: Only afterwards have I realised that Tradition
was selling games really early. But - and this memory
is very clear - during a visit to Stockholm in 1978,
my relatives (who knew I was planning to start up a
fantasy games shop) told me to look up ‘a shop that
sold such stuff’. I hadn’t heard of Tradition at the
time and went there right away - I mean, I was in
the market for buying games! But I had to leave
their store empty-handed - there were no fantasy
games there. I saw some metal wargaming figures
and lots of Avalon Hill and SPI boxes - with complex maps and lots of coloured counters - but no
RPGs. Otherwise I would have bought them!
And so the Wizard shop would, right from the start,
focus on a combination of books and games in the
fields of SF and fantasy. In Bo’s words: “a small venture based entirely on the concept of being a specialty
F&SF bookshop.“ But apart from this concept, the
trio (which Peter by now had christened ‘The wizard, the witch and the wardrobe’) didn’t base their
business plan on any advanced market decisions or
indicators:
P: The general mood in those days was “Anyone
can!” Those times, the 70:s, were a kind of repression-free oasis. We were all building a better world.
And that wasn’t just based on hope - it was a conviction. You were a powerhouse, without limits !
But of course we sensed there was a market waiting to be served. Star Wars hadn’t arrived in Sweden yet, and when it was about to premier at the
[nearby] Draken cinema, we were in an excellent
location for an SF- and fantasy store.

The Dungeons & Dragons box finally arrived. I
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WIZARD, JÄRNTORGET, GÖTEBORG 1979

Kjerstin designed and cut out the logo for the shop
window:

bank next door, and the walls were armour plated;
so we couldn’t drill deeper than 2 cms. Imagine
putting up glass shelves under those conditions he
he....

K: But there were a lot of odd things - there was a
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The friends had hoped to open up their store already in 1978:
P: The USD exchange rate was favourable at the
time; it was the delivery of our first shipment that
dictated the opening date.
Actually, we had hoped to open up earlier, ideally
before Christmas 1978, to cash in on Christmas sales
with our coffee table art books, having access to the
premises already in October-November 1978.
We sat waiting by our mailbox every day - but
the books toook such time that we had to delay the
opening. In the end, I think the official opening date
was January 16, 1979.
On opening day it turned out that their gut feeling
had been correct. There was indeed a pent up interest in town.
K: On the first day, before opening, we saw one
pereson pacing back and forth in front of our store
- and that was Mikael Börjesson . As soon as we
opened up he came inside and asked which games
we stocked!

A YOUNG CUSTOMER
– PERHAPS JOAKIM NILSSON – 1979

Another isolated SF fan was Clas Kristiansson (who
was to become not only a close friend of, but also a
kind of ‘fourth musketeer’ to the three founders):
C: I was completely alone in Gothenburg as an SF
fan - or so I thought. My brother had some copies
of the Häpna! and Galaxy magazines at home, and
my grandfather owned a copy of the first ever Swedish translation of Lord of the Rings. But the only
time anyone really recognized my interest was when
I, in Haga, met some American hippies bumming
around Europe in a VW camper van; they read Lord
of the Rings.
Until one day when I pased by Wizard and peered
inside. In the shop, I met Peter, who showed me
how RPG:s worked - and then I was in!!
B: “Amusingly, the F&SF readers who saw this
unusual apparition open came in a rush, reasoning that a shop devoted to only F&SF wouldn’t
survive very long, so “better buy the books while
it lasts”. That flying start, however, ensured the
shop’s survival, as the book turnover was very rapid
the first few critical months.”

STOREFRONT 1979
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A GREY AFTERNOON 1979

Peter, however, remembers the first months in a
somewhat different light:
P: Yeah, those long, empty afternoons in grey February, with no customers in sight.... I don’t think we
actually started making a profit until May ’79. But
then it was time to celebrate!
With Wizard, Bo was now able to immerse himself
completely in the book venture he’d so dearly longed
for. Books became the foundation of the shop’s
range: the optimistically mounted glass shelves were
fully packed with rows of SF paperbacks, Frazetta
picture books, astronomical tomes, Tolkien calendars, comic albums and Moomin booklets.
B: “Apart from books, I also took in most anything remotely associated with F&SF, such as posters, or popular
science, plus anything else that interested me. Importing
on my own, I could also stock some unusual items otherwise not available in Sweden at the time, such as Elfquest,
or prints by Michael Whelan”
PETER BEHIND THE COUNTER 1980
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MONKEYS ON SKATEBOARDS

BOOK SHELVES 1981

Posters were one of the successes of
the era. Wizard customers could
choose from all kinds of fantastic
images – from Gandalf to galaxies:
P: Posters sold really well.
K: In the seventies, everyone had
posters on their walls.
P: We stocked posters by Rodney
Matthews, Roger Dean... they sold
like hot cakes. The problem was
getting enough stock! On one UK
trip, we went to the head offices of
Athena - but they were (understandably) only interested in huge volumes. So we had to buy as many as
we could carry ourselves and bring
them back on the ferry.
official distributor in Sweden. After we’d convinced
them that we weren’t interested in ‘monkeys on
skateboards’ everything was fine: we sold all the
posters they shipped. But when it was time to place

K: I’m surprised thay didn’t stop us in Customs!
P: Then, we placed a ‘proper’ order with Athena’s
POSTER WALL1979
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MINIATURES DISPLAY CASE (WITH BATTLESTAR GALACTICA ON TOP) 1980

the next order, things came to an unexpected stop.
To our surprise, the distributor suddenly told us that
Athena had decided that there didn’t exist a market
for fantasy posters in Sweden, and consequently that
range wasn’t going to be sold in Sweden any more.
So even if we’d proven there was a demand, we
weren’t allowed to buy any more!

arose. And then an even bigger one - built. of course,
by a Haga glazier.
P: 1/3 of the store was taken up by games and figures. That proportion was reflected in sales also:
say 70% or perhaps 60% books and posters, and
about 30-40% games. The bestseller was Dungeons
& Dragons. Figures sold well, too. Getting hold of
figures from the UK wasn’t a problem....

WOODEN DIES
The gaming products started to occupy more and
more of the store, to the delight - and sometimes
confusion - of younger fans:

K: Guess how we got them ? By carrying home 25
kgs from the UK Games Workshop one summer!!!
P: .....but getting enough D&D books from the U.S.
was. Demand outstripped supply – we might for example get 4 books instead of the 40 we ordered.
Not to mention polyhedral dice, they were almost
impossible to get hold of. One day, this bloke, Dan
Andersson, came in to our store: he’d solved the
problem by making them himself, out of wood! He
worked at some school and could make them
there....a bit uneven, of course - but we didn’t have
anything else back then ! Come to think of it, the
first plastic dice we got were pretty wonky, too....

“On a trip to Gothenburg I also managed to visit the
classic games store Wizard, without understanding what
they actually sold. I was more fascinated by a kit of
Battlestar Galactica on top of their miniatures case” Åke Rosenius (Rävspel, Lancelot Games)
Wizard primarily stocked 25 mm metal figures by
Ral Partha, Citadel, Greenwood & Ball, Asgard and
Minifigs. At first, a shelf and some hooks were sufficient, but soon the need for a dedicated glass case
15
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GAME ASSORTMENT 1981

C: One of the things about RPGs that I was really
hooked by was that ‘noone wins’ - it was the first
time I’d encountered such a concept.....

Wizard’s game range covered almost everything
then published by TSR, Chaosium, GDW, Judges
Guild, Flying Buffalo, FGU and Metagaming et al.
There were FRPs, board games, solo games, accessories and supplements of all kinds. The only line
they drew was at pure war games.

P: And I always created my adventures in a way so
that by solving all the puzzles there would always

K: But the boys who came into
to the store – and they were
boys only – were only interested
in one thing in gaming: combat, combat, combat and combat. Sooo boring. We never
saw any girls in the store.... I
myself was never interested in
games - for me it was the imagination, the theatre and the
history behind it all.

PETER , CLAS AND FRIENDS
PLAY D&D 1980

P: Mind you, when we played
Dungeons & Dragons ourselves, the emphasis wasn’t on
melee. What we did was genuine, live fantasy theatre.
16
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be a very small - but definite - chance of completing the game without having engaged in any combat whatsoever !

FIGURES PRICE LIST 1982

In addition to all the books, posters, games and figures, Wizard also sold magazines such as Starlog,
White Dwarf, Analog, (Travellers’) Journal, Dragon
and Sorcerer’s Apprentice. But when the trio wanted
to expand the magazine department, things got complicated.
P: We were in deep negotiations with Presam about
taking on magazines like OMNI. But they had a
funny contract policy. You had to commit to a fixed
sales volume; failing to reach those volumes you
would have to pay a penalty - which in a way sounds
logical. But - if you sold more copies than estimated
– you also had to pay penalties. Very strange. That
cooperation came to nothing, of course.
M: In the store, one could sometimes see signs saying “We buy exciting Swedish SF”. Was there a lack
of Swedish SF book output at the time ?
Another innovation was a dungeon computer game
created by Bo and Clas, that the author remembers
playing in-store, at 1 kr a game - a very new and
thrilling experience in 1980!

P: Yes there wasn’t so much available in Swedish
then [yet]. But we never had many 2nd hand books
in the store, anyway.

CAST YOUR OWN ORCH
C: GR8! Was the name of that game. A name we
thought up long before hip hop..... we programmed
it on an ABC 80 computer that Bo and I had rented
from a radio store. Bo used it during daytime and I
had it in the evenings. That’s how I learned programming!

Even if Peter offhandedly mentions that “we never
really did any marketing” Wizard nevertheless did
use some local advertising channels. Among other
things, the store had a display in a (now filled in)
tunnel near the city’s central station, and also advertised in all issues of the Mjölnir fanzine.

In Wizard’s 1982 summer game catalogue one also
finds stuff such as die casting kits for those who
wanted to mold their own orchs. But in the shop
there was also a bargain bin. Which products ended
up there ?

Wizard also had its own sales stand at Gothcon 4,
then arranged by GKF (The Gothenburg War
Games Society).
P: We ran a small ‘shop’ there, in a corner of the
convention. Alexis [Riise-Birger] helped with the
sales. But there weren’t really that many visitors
there in those days - I don’t think I saw more than
about 30 visitors at Gothcon.
Fredrik Malmberg [then at Tradition], who was
there to scout around, was amazed at the prices we
were able to charge for our figures....

P & K: The folio books.
P: The big fine art coffee table books never sold as
well as we had hoped..
K: Actually, most of them ended up on our own coffee table !
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WINDOW DISPLAY IN TUNNEL NEAR GOTHENBURG CENTRAL STATION 1980
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In the 1970s and 1980s, fandom was a wide spread
phenomenon in Sweden, with SF fanzines being
published in almost every village. Clas thought that
fantasy was so underrated that he write an article in
the SF society Club Cosmos’ fanzine, where he ‘tried
to put fantasy into context’. And Peter wrote D&D
scenarios for some issues of Mjölnir. But, apart from
these efforts, did the book and game lovers behind
Wizard themselves ever publish any fanzines, books
or games of their own ?
K: Nope. We made clothes. And banners!
Kjerstin refers to the garments and standards used
at the aforementioned parties, and at....Sweden’s first
ever LARP.
Which, of course, was the brainchild of the pioneers behind Wizard.

SWEDEN’S FIRST LARP
K: We held the first ever LARP in Sweden! The
Ring Trek around the lake Lygnern, in 1980.
I: - LARP was called ‘role playing’ in those days.

TOP: 1982 CATALOGUE. BELOW: K SEWING BANNERS
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P: And this was real live roleplaying - we were supposed to track down and attack the others: the Ring
Wraiths verus the Fellowship of the Ring.

But how did business really go, ‘between meals’ ?
P: We didn’t take on any big loans, we each secured
our personal income from other sources, enabling
us to build up the Wizard capital. The figures increased steadily. Slowly - but upwards: a definite,
positive curve - we began to see a profit.
And after the Star Wars premiere things opened
up even more. Mikael Börjesson launched his Titan store [in Gothenburg]: but we didn’t notice any
competition - not at all. Although...since the market was so small, there really wasn’t enough room
for two shops in town.

K: The goodies verus the baddies....
P: Except that us Ring Wraiths got there too late,
so there never was any battle. But one strong
memory I have of that event was rushing through
the forest, all dressed up in clothes I’d bought in
Tunisia, and exciting out onto a clear-felled area,
when suddenly an enormous brown shape rose up
from the ground. And rose, and rose, and rose.... it
was an elk! Which then just sauntered off...

SCIENCE FRICTION
K: And some of the banners are still up in my attic!
P: But then the financial crisis came. In 1983 the
Swedish Crown nosedived and the dollar skyrocketed. Although our miniatures were imported from
the UK, everything else came from the States. I felt
as though my eyes were bleeding - every book was
sold at a loss. And could we compensate by passing
on a five times higher price to the customer ? Of
course not. And do you know what the bank’s interest rate had climbed to by then ? 500 per cent !!!
That’s when everything fell apart. When the
wealth we’d built up was erased in just a few months,
when the business started going bad and when
friendships started to crumble - that’s when I said
“I want out of this venture”.
By May 1984, I had exited completely.

COSMIC CHINESE MEALS
The opening times of the Wizard store was 11-18
week days and 11-14 Saturdays - but during lunch
the proprietors used to close up and head for a Chinese restaurant nearby, where “anything from particle physics to Star Trek” might be discussed. These
Chinese lunches could stretch out considerably, “between 12 and 16”. for those who didn’t need to go
back to the store.
K: Our whole customer base came along! We never
really had that many customers - they were all our
friends anyway.
Wizard customers became friends. Friends became
helpers. Many junior visitors to the shop (including
the author!) hotly desired an internship - one of the
successful candidates was Fabian Fridholm(later
store manager for Tradition in Gothenburg, and coauthor of the Viking RPG). Close friend Clas also
helped out:

By then, Kjerstin had already left. The golden age
of roleplaying in Sweden was just around the corner, something our magic trio had no way of knowing. Their flame of enthusiasm had fizzled out, and
the first Swedish commercial pioneering endeavour for SF, fantasy and RPGs was over.

C: I stood in a couple of times when needed, I
manned the till once or twice....but I never wanted
to take any commercial part in the Wizard venture.

C: The time wasn’t ripe - yet. Not soon afterwards,
the Swedish gaming and computer market exploded,
and the SF-bokhandeln opened up... but that’s another story.

The idea behind Wizard was born around a dinner
table, and culinary sessions continued to be important during the shop’s existence. The friendship ties
built around these tables remain as strong today, as
both Peter, Kjerstin and Clas are keen to emphazise.

However, already before this point, Bo hade begun
to make future plans. In his own online history are
mentioned ideas from 1983 about splitting the business in two stores, of which at least one would emulate the SF- and fantasy book store A Change of
20
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Hobbit, which he had been inspired by during a U.S.
visit in 1981. In the end, it all came to only one
store, at another Gothenburg location. The Wizard sign was taken down and the stock transferred
to Bo’s new venture, named Daggskimmer. Many
of the friends around Wizard came along, and in
one case even became an employee of the new shop
on Viktoriagatan.
But Kjerstin had by now become a mother, and
Peter changed careers. He took up university studies, and later worked as an archaeology teacher. But
his interest in SF- and fantasy is just as strong as in
first grade. And he still plays games; one of his favourites is Flintloque:

Sources:
• Bo Jangeborg
• Bo Leuf’s history of Wizard published on www.leuf.org (now
closed down)
• Clas Kristiansson’s history of Wizard published on
home.swipnet.se/~w-15077/SHN/wizard.htm
• Interviews with Peter Mattsson 2016
• Interview with Kjerstin Ryd 2016
• Interview with Isabel Demaret Leuf 2016
• Interview with Clas Kristiansson 2016
• Mjölnir #5, 1982
• Random #2, 1980
• Runan #24, 1998
• Runan #28, 1999
• Wizard Games Catalogue 2, 1982
Photos:
• All photos from 1979-1981: Bo Leuf or from the collections
of Bo Leuf. Reproduced with permission by Isabel Demaret
Leuf. Scanned by Joakim Nilsson
• Photos from 2016: Martin

P: Napoleonic Fantasy - the British are orchs ! It’s
from 1983, but still holds up. And my house is full
of miniatures - I probably have 12 000 displayed.
And those are just the painted ones...

Thanks also to:
• Daniel Demaret

There’s one question that’s been
gnawing in the back of my mind ever
since I first ventured into the fantastic, exciting and above all welcoming oasis that Wizard was.
M: to a teenage new wave fan in
1979, grown up shop staff with long
hair, beards and home-made kaftans
could only mean one thing.
Were you hippies ?
K: Huh? Noo! And ‘grown up’ ?
Come on, we were only 24 !
M: Would you’ve done it all again ?
P: Absolutely! It was such a great
time! A privilege to have been part of
it all.
K: Except - we should never have
stocked those games.....!
Text: Martin H

PETER AND KJERSTIN IN FRONT OF
FORMER WIZARD 2016
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